Modular Type8 Bending Tool

Bending Tool

The modular-structured WAFIOS Type8 bending tool can be exchanged quickly, flexibly and economically depending on the required bending radii, tube diameters and design of bending levels, while maintaining a high degree of precision.

Your tool requirements have changed? Then you can retrofit individual tool parts instead of having to replace the entire tool assembly.

Machine Types:

- BMZ 8
- BMZ 12
- BMZ 41
- BMZ 42
- BMZ 61

Our Accomplishments for your Benefit

- Bending die as a modular level, e.g. as a coated bending die for stainless steel tubes
- Simple change of tools with repeat accuracy
- Low-cost bending die, use as wearing part is possible
- Bending lever as needed: made from one piece or equipped with clamping inserts